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Stock#: 44188
Map Maker: Buache

Date: 1754
Place: Paris
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: VG+
Size: 13 x 9 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Truly beautiful example of a historically important 18th century map of California.

Bauche's mapsheet comprises three mappings of California as a peninsula, following the discoveries of
Eusebio Kino, the Italian Jesuit missionary. Bauche includes the maps of Guillaume Delisle (upper center),
Mathieu Neron Pecciolen (left), and Kino (right).

The right hand map is derived from that of Fra. Eusebio Kino's map, generally credited with being the map
which dispelled the California as an Island myth. Issued in 1705, the map is based upon Father Kino's
overland expedition from the mainland to the top of the Gulf of Cortez.

The middle map comes from Delisle's 1700 map of America, which was somewhat equivocal about the
peninsular nature of California. Nonetheless it was instrumental in the shift away from the California as an
island myth.

The leftmost map is based on a manuscript by Mathieu Neron Pecciolen, drawn in Florence, in 1604. The
map represents the rendering of California as a peninsula which dominated before insular California was
advanced in the 1620s. This map also forms the basis of a map popularized in 1770, by Rigobert Bonne.

Philippe Bauche
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Philippe Bauche (1700-1773), was one of the foremost French geographers of the 18th century. Bauche
was closely associated with master French cartographer Guillaume Delisle; he studied under Delisle in
Paris, married Delisle's daughter, and eventually succeeded him at the Académie des sciences, in 1730.
Bauche was named first geographer to King Louis XV, in 1729. Bauche was most prolific in the 1750s,
when the present map was published.

He is not to be confused with his nephew, Jean Nicolas Bauche (1741-1825), who also served as
geographer to the king.

Buache's Considerations Geographiques

This rare map appeared in Buache's Considerations Geographiques et Physiques sur les Nouvelles
Decouvertes au Nord de la Grande Mer. . ., one of the most important works on the western coast of North
America published in the 18th century. Ladd-Mocarski notes:

This work is of the greatest rarity and importance for the history of the discovery and cartography of
Alaska and the Northwest coast in general . . . This is the magnum opus of the Delisle-Buache theory of the
layout of lands in the North Pacific space.

As noted by Everett Graff:

The author, being one of the principal French geographers of his time, was in the unfortunate
position of trying to defend the French view of the Cartography of the north Pacific after the
earlier conjectures had been pretty thoroughly proven erroneous. His arguments are ingenious
in many instances, and his method of ignoring or perverting evidence which does not fit the
French theory is fascinating. As soon as the work was issued, it was attacked bitterly from all
sides.

Buache's Considerations Geographiques. . . was published in serial (three parts), starting in 1753. The
maps are contained in part three. The third and last part was completed in 1755. It is separately titled and
sometimes separately found as Exposé des Découvertes au Nord de la Grande Mer. Sometimes this second
title calls for only 6 maps. This third part of Considérations Géographiques can also be found under the
title Troisieme et derniere partie des Considérations Géographiques et physiques sur les nouvelles
découvertes au Nord de la Grand Mer, vulgairement appellée la Mer du Sud (ex. University of Alaska,
Fairbanks). This title appears to be pgs. 63 - 156 of the Considérations Géographiques and usually
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includes eleven maps and views. All the maps from the Considérations Géographiques were later reissued
by Jean Claude Dezauche, "without text" on November 15, 1781, and can usually be identified, as they
often include additional data, upper right, that the first state Buache maps do not.

Rarity

Bauche's Considerations Geographiques is rare in and of itself, with copies typically bringing in the mid-
five figures at auction. We have seen no other examples of the separate map on the market in over twenty
years, and find no examples having sold in the online databases.

Detailed Condition:


